A review of analgesic and emotive breathing: a multidisciplinary approach
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Abstract: The diaphragm is the primary muscle involved in breathing and other non-primarily respiratory functions such as the maintenance of correct posture and lumbar and sacroiliac movement. It intervenes to facilitate cleaning of the upper airways through coughing, facilitates the evacuation of the intestines, and promotes the redistribution of the body’s blood. The diaphragm also has the ability to affect the perception of pain and the emotional state of the patient, functions that are the subject of this article. The aim of this article is to gather for the first time, within a single text, information on the nonrespiratory functions of the diaphragm muscle and its analgesic and emotional response functions. It also aims to highlight and reflect on the fact that when the diaphragm is treated manually, a daily occurrence for manual operators, it is not just an area of musculature that is treated but the entire body, including the psyche. This reflection allows for a multidisciplinary approach to the diaphragm and the collaboration of various medical and nonmedical practitioners, with the ultimate goal of regaining or improving the patient’s physical and mental well-being.
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Introduction

The diaphragm is the main respiratory muscle that is able to influence, through its contractions, the act of breathing.1 It provides good mechanical function of the spine and sacroiliac joint, as well as affecting the working of the pelvic and buccal floor muscles.2,3 The diaphragm also facilitates the venous and lymphatic return, works to maintain a balanced posture during several changes of the body positions, allowing the viscera above and below the diaphragm to work properly.2–5 The diaphragm works together with various processes such as expectoration through coughing and the actions of vomiting, defecation, and swallowing.2–5 The diaphragm muscle plays a key role in health and in the many activities of the human body.

The respiratory diaphragm muscle is innervated by the phrenic nerve (C3–C5) and the vagus nerve (cranial nerve X); the first receives pulses from groups of medullary neurons of the pre-Bötzinger complex and neurons of the parafacial retrotrapezoid complex, which in turn receive orders over retroambiguus from the core of the bulb, although the mechanisms that underlie these links are not completely clear.2 The vagus nerve is part of the parasympathetic autonomous system originating from the spinal oblongata, and terminates at the nucleus ambiguus.6 The phrenic nerve and the vagus nerve anastomose at the neck level.2
The areas of the brain involved in the control of breathing are different and their activation weight changes depending on the type of breathing, metabolic conditions, and interoceptive and exteroceptive information.7–10

The aim of this article is to gather for the first time, within a single text, information on the nonrespiratory functions of the diaphragm muscle: its analgesic and emotional response functions. It also aims to highlight and reflect on the fact that when the diaphragm is treated manually, a daily occurrence for manual operators, it is not just an area of musculature that is treated but the entire body, including the psyche. This reflection allows for a multidisciplinary approach to the diaphragm and the collaboration of various medical and nonmedical practitioners, with the ultimate goal of regaining or improving the patient’s physical and mental well-being.

**Analgesic respiration**

The perception of pain is diminished if the breath is held after a deep breath, a condition in which the diaphragm is lowered.11 This event appears to reflect the involvement of baroreceptors. With this action, the respiratory systolic pressure increases, with a decrease in the cardiac frequency.12 We know that when the baroreceptors situated in the carotid body and the area of the aortic arch in the adventitia of the vessels are naturally stimulated by the cardiac cycle, in particular by the systole, the nociceptive stimulus is attenuated by the activation of the baroreceptors.12

The intervention of the baroreceptors affects the muscle tone, as it decreases the activity of the sympathetic nervous system, reducing the contractile tone.12 The reduction of pain perception is greater if the subject is aware of the pain itself.12 Acute and chronic pain can alter the baroreceptor function and consequently damage the regulatory function of the cardiovascular system; this will lead, in the long run, to an increased risk of morbidity and mortality.13

The baroreceptors are structures that are activated if the vessel is stretched by passing blood.14 The passing afferents are collected by the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS), which regulates efferential intervention of the vagal system and the inhibitory sympathetic efferent in the spinal cord near the nucleus ambiguous, the dorsal motor nucleus, and the rostral ventrolateral medulla oblongata area.14 Baroceptor afferents affect different areas of the central nervous system, with a generalized inhibitory effect.14 The NTS interconnects with the reticular formation, from which information is sent to the front, lateral, and medial prefrontal insula and the anterior cingulate cortex; even the thalamus, hypothalamus, and periaqueductal gray area receive signals from NTS baroreceptors.14

There is a close relationship between emotion, respiration, and the intervention of baroreceptors.14 Emotional experience influences the response to pain, because the pain response is not simply a neural process started by nociceptive afferents.12 Emotional states, such as anxiety or depression, and psychiatric disorders are able to negatively alter the baroreceptor response.15 Stress can lead to anxiety and/or depression, resulting in an alteration of the proper functioning of the diaphragm.16 Modifications in the emotional state cause a perception of greater pain.17 We can state that the diaphragm has an influence on baroreceptors and the perception of pain and vice versa.

Diaphragm movement changes the body pressure, as it facilitates the venous return and lymphatic flow upward.2 This modulation of pressure influences the redistribution of blood.18 It is this action that probably determines the baroreceptors response and the reduced perception of pain, but there are no scientific texts, as yet, to substantiate this claim.

Recent scientific evidence highlights the ability to carry pain afferents by the vagus nerve, especially for visceral pain. It is generally believed that pain arising from the viscera is mediated exclusively by spinal afferents, because vagal afferents primarily convey interoceptive information, but do not contribute to the perception of pain.19 Studies have shown that vagal afferents respond to nociceptive mechanical and chemical stimulation from the visceral area and this leads to brain stem representation of nociceptive signals.19 We know that the NTS stimulates the vagus nerve. We can assume that a physiological function of the diaphragm muscle can somehow reduce the afferent nociceptive stimulation from the vagus nerve, or through adequate visceral pressure and/or proper functions of the viscera at the lowering of the diaphragm.20 There is no scientific evidence to confirm this reflection at this time.

An incorrect positioning of the diaphragm due to systemic or local pathological reasons, as in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, previous laparoscopic surgery, cerebral ischemia, and somatic problems related to somatic disorders of the lumbar and sacroiliac joint and cervical spine, can be the source problems of pain, both locally and in visceral articulated functions.21–28 The causes of induced localized, somatic, or visceral or systemic pain may be varied. There are no studies that correlate these diseases and pain with exhaustive explanations directly related to the actions and functions of the diaphragm muscle. We can assume that the baroreceptors are not adequately stimulated due to an
alteration of diaphragm mobility; this will lead to a greater feeling of pain. The same diaphragm can be a source of afferent pain probably because the phrenic nerve, a mixed nerve that carries motor and sensory information, shares information with the trigeminal nucleus spinalae. The latter has a connection with the NTS, and there is speculation that this connection is the cause of pain from the diaphragm.

The diaphragm has a phrenic center, consisting of a strong “V”-shaped connective component having a variable percentage of the amount of contractile tissue. The fascial system is richly innervated by proprioceptors, which may become a source of afferent pain, transforming in turn into nociceptors. The crural and connective area is populated by proprioceptors, and we can assume that alteration of the position and function of the respiratory muscle creates a condition of irritability of these proprioceptors and consequent occurrence of painful afferents. The right phrenic nerve penetrates the diaphragm at the level of the connective tissue of the phrenic center, while the left phrenic nerve penetrates the muscle area of the muscle; the right nerve has a faster electro conductivity than the left. We might suppose that if the position of the diaphragm is not physiological, the phrenic nerve will be stretched or irritated in different ways, causing nociceptive afferents, in the same way as irritation of a peripheral nerve from the surrounding tissues.

**Emotional respiration**

The diaphragm has many functions, including maintenance of the systemic biochemical and emotive equilibrium. The most important stimulus for the generation of respiration is provided by chemoreceptors that manage the biochemical equilibrium of the organism. Breathing is also affected by environmental conditions inside and outside the body, and it is thought to have other ways of neural stimulation in respect of chemoreceptor stimulation. The action of the diaphragm is not controlled solely by metabolic demands, but also by emotional states, such as sadness, fear, anxiety, and anger. The interaction between respiration and emotion involves a complex interaction between the brain stem and the brain centers such as the limbic area and cortex. The life of the person and his/her personality influence the behavior of the diaphragm. The amygdala, which is part of the limbic system, is reciprocally connected to each of the respiratory areas, just as the medulla oblongata, and is considered the most important area that manages emotive breathing. The amygdala is divided into three areas—the basolateral, cortical, and central areas; the basolateral amygadala sends afferents to the central area, which in direct and indirect mode sends signals to the hypothalamus and the brainstem trunk. The amygdala is stimulated by dopamine production from the tegmental area of the midbrain, and recent studies on animal models show that the dopamine that reaches the amygdala manages emotive respiration. The amygdala efferents pass through the areas connected to respiration, such as the NTS and correlated structures.

The sensations of breathing are the result of two cortical and subcortical processes: a discriminative process that assesses spatial awareness, timing, and intensity of breath; and an affective process that assesses the emotional feelings of the respiratory components.

Breathing stimulates the mechanoreceptors of the diaphragm and the visceroreceptors of the organs moved by inhalation–exhalation, which constitute the interception mechanism. The latter constitutes the awareness of the condition of the body based on the information derived directly from the body. The ascent and descent of the diaphragm also stimulates the skin and organs of the mediastinum, and the complexity of afferent structures determines the different representations of central respiration.

The afferent pathways of interception project to the autonomous medulla centers and the brain stem, where they are split into the anterior cingulate cortex and the dorsal posterior insula, thanks to the extension of the thalamus cortical. Interception can modulate the representation of exteroceptive body, as well as the tolerance to pain; dysregulation of the pathways that manage or stimulate interception could cause a distortion of body image, affecting emotion.

The same anxious state alters afferent pathways related to breathing (receptors that adapt quickly and slowly, type C bronchial and lung receptors, high–threshold-type Aδ receptors, cough receptors, and neuroepithelial receptors), amplifying one or more receptor pathways related to respiration. We can strongly assume that an altered function of the diaphragm can adversely affect the patient’s emotional state, probably because the interoceptive pathways stimulated by breathing are managed as motivational information, as these pathways of information are bidirectional.

The request for challenging breathing, as in a physical exercise, could cause a strong emotional reaction in anxious people, making them relive symptoms and psychological disorders, worsening the respiratory function. We know that patients with respiratory ailments or chronic pain suffer from anxiety disorders, and this condition implies that the function of the diaphragm can worsen with physical exertion.
without taking into account also the emotional aspect of the patient.44,45

Interoception is also linked to the visceral movement caused by respiration, and we know that people more susceptible to visceral afferents show more intense emotions.46 A probable cause could be related to the neurogenic neuroinflammation spreading inflammatory substances in the spinal cord, involving more areas and making them more likely to respond to a minimum of stimuli, making the afferential paths related to interoception a further cause for anxiety and pain.46 This event could lead to a pleiotropic effect of functional impairment of the connective tissue, further destabilizing the functioning of the diaphragm.46

This neurogenic neuroinflammation is found in respiratory diseases, such as allergies of the upper airway and chronic diseases (such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease), as well as in conditions of chronic pain.47–49 One could speak of “emotional allodynia breathing” when a breath that stimulates interoceptive afferent pathways causes symptoms linked to psychological aspects.

The innervation of the diaphragm muscle may be responsible, directly and indirectly, for the emotional state of the person. Afferent stimulation to the NTS by the phrenic nerve could affect the emotional response, because the NTS handles visceral afferents and has a close relationship with the same nerve.50,51 Confirmation of this assumption is expected. The phrenic nerve has subdiaphragmatic ganglia with a relationship with the adrenal gland.52,53 The significance of this relationship is unknown. But we know that the adrenal gland and the hypothalamus–pituitary axis (HPA) affects the feeling of pain and the intensity of emotional aspects.54,55

The possible existence of a cause–effect on the HPA axis and the direct intervention of the phrenic nerve with the emotional aspect and the intensity of the perceived pain threshold need more studies and research. Further research is expected. The vagus nerve affects the emotional spectrum and respiratory rate, probably always through the NTS. We do not have exhaustive knowledge of whether or not there is also a bidirectional response to emotional conditions by the diaphragm from the vagus nerve.56–58

It is undeniable that a respiratory disorder can alter the emotional picture, similar to depression and anxiety, and it is equally true that an altered emotional state worsens the respiratory function.59,60 Considering also the emotional side during manual treatment, such as manual therapy or an osteopathic treatment, would probably be more helpful for the patient.

Conclusion

The diaphragm influences the intensity of the pain and there is an indisputable association with emotions and experience acknowledged by the patient. Every professional such as the doctor, the manual operator, and the psychologist ends their sphere of competence where the other professional’s competence begins. This reflection allows for a multidisciplinary approach to the diaphragm, and collaboration of various medical and nonmedical figures, with the ultimate goal to regain or improve patient’s physical and mental well-being.
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